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Note : There are five questions; each carries 20 marks.

1. (a) Let R be a ring except that addition and multiplication in R are not
assumed to be commutative. Show that addition must be commutative.
(Hint : for a, b, c, d ∈ R, look at (a+ b)(c+ d)).

(b) Let R be a ring and let e ∈ R satisfy e2 = e. Show that there is a
subset S of R, closed under addition and multiplication, such that S is
a ring with the induced operations and e is the multiplicative identity
of S.

2. (a) Define the prime and irreducible elements of an integral domain
and show that the primes are always irreducible. Given an example
(with proof) of an irreducible element which is not prime.

(b) Find all the irreducible element of the ring A of algebraic integers.
Show that A is not Noetherian.

3. (a) Find all the maximal ideals in the ring C[X1, . . . , Xn]. (You may
assume the fundamental theorem of algebra without proof.)

(b) Deduce that there is a natural bijection between the varieties in Cn

and the radical ideals in this ring.

4. (a) Find all the prime elements in the ring of Gaussian integers. (You
may assume without proof that for primes p > 0 in Z, − 1 is a square
in Z/pZ iff p = 2 or p ≡ 1( mod 4)).

(b) List all the Gaussian primes a+ bi with a2 + b2 ≤ 20.

5. (a) Define the primitive elements of the ring Z[X]. Show that the
product of two primitive elements is primitive.

(b) Deduce that, if f, g ∈ Z[X] are primitive and f divides g in Q[X],
then f divides g in Z[X].


